BUILD HARDY,
MORE RESILIENT
LEADERS & TEAMS
Leaders who cultivate characteristics of hardiness within their organizations
have teams that are better able to adapt to stress and adversity, less likely to
suffer from burnout and are more resilient to change.

ABOUT

The Hardiness Resilience Gauge™ (HRG™) is grounded in over 30 years of
research and development and provides valuable insight into an individual’s
level of hardiness and their ability to cope with stressful and unexpected
situations. Research has documented the protective nature of hardiness people who are higher in hardiness are less likely to experience the negative
effects of stress on health and performance. Those high in hardiness are not
invulnerable to stress, but they do not experience the same degree of negative
stress-related outcomes as those who are low in hardiness.
Formally known as the Dispositional Resilience Scale (DRS), the HRG is
used globally and has a long history of successful use with various groups,
including employees and leaders within organizations, military personnel,
law enforcement, healthcare personnel, students, and athletes. Leaders who
cultivate characteristics of hardiness have more cohesive teams that are better
able to adapt to stress and adversity and are more resilient to change.

KEY AREAS
MEASURED

CHALLENGE

Seeing change and new
experiences as exciting
opportunities to learn and
develop
An appreciation for variety and change, a desire
to be adventurous and explore, and a motivation
to learn and grow from failures. Also captured
within the Challenge aspect of hardiness is
the tendency to perceive difficult situations as
challenges to overcome, rather than as threats.
Whereas a person low in Challenge is likely to
perceive unexpected changes as overwhelming
and threatening, someone high in Challenge
is likely to perceive the same unexpected
change as an exciting opportunity to learn and
grow. The Challenge aspect of an individual’s
hardiness profile contributes to one’s ability to
be flexible and adapt when faced with stressful
circumstances.

The Hardiness Resilience Gauge™ (HRG™)
measures how effectively a person can cope with
stress. The assessment provides a Total Hardiness
score in addition to scores measuring three
qualities that are instrumental for predicting
how resilient an individual will be. These three
qualities are referred to as Challenge, Control, and
Commitment and are defined below:

CONTROL

Belief in one’s
ability to control or
influence events and
outcomes
A strong belief that an individual has the ability to
influence outcomes in their life, and is willing to make
choices about life and accept responsibility for those
choices. It captures how in control the person feels
of their destiny, despite the uncertainty that is often
associated with the future. People who have a strong
sense of Control tend to approach novel situations
with confidence because they have the conviction
that they can influence results. Researchers have
long recognized that people inherently desire
control and it is beneficial for an individual to
feel that they are in control of situations that are
occurring. Feeling in control facilitates the sense
that one can safely and effectively manage their
environment and life circumstances, even when
stressful situations come their way.

COMMITMENT

Tendency to see the world
and day-to-day activities as
interesting, meaningful, and
having purpose
The extent to which one is engaged in a variety
of life domains, and how interesting and
meaningful they see their existence. People who
have a high Commitment score have a strong
sense of purpose in life and tend to see their
experiences, big or small, as meaningful and
important. They tend to be fully engaged in the
world around them. Those high in Commitment
are attentive and in tune with the situations,
conversations, and relationships that they are
involved with. This Commitment component of
an individual’s hardiness profile contributes to
the person’s sense of internal balance and their
ability to be attentive and aware, ultimately
helping them to make realistic assessments of
stressful circumstances.
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APPLICATIONS

The HRG is a versatile tool that can be used in a variety of contexts to provide
greater insight into an individual’s ability to effectively deal with stress.

With Leaders

Not only do hardy leaders exhibit superior leadership
qualities, they can also influence the hardiness of the
people they are leading. When leaders gain insight into their
own hardiness they better understand how to respond to
stressful and changing team dynamics. This allows leaders
the opportunity to be the person that others model their
behavior after and establish within their teams how stressful situations are
dealt with and understood.

With Teams

Teams that consist of members who are higher in hardiness are
more cohesive and better able to work through obstacles. The
HRG can be used to identify hardy team members whose qualities
could be leveraged in an adaptive way to help facilitate hardiness
in other team members. Research has shown that teams who
have insight into their hardiness profiles form more cohesive
units and are better prepared to deal with stressful and changing situations. Teams
who are hardy embrace unexpected situations and directly deal with stressful
circumstances. They are more motivated and prepared to tackle change with a clear
plan of action for achieving the outcomes they want (Bartone et al., 2002).

In the Workplace

The HRG can be used by employers (e.g., HR and OD
consultants, psychologists, or HRG certified users) to provide
valuable insight when looking for individuals who will excel
and continue to perform when faced with the inevitable stress
and changes that occur in all workplaces. Supplemented by
additional sources of information, such as interviews and the
results of other assessments, the HRG can make the recruitment and selection
process more reliable and efficient.
The HRG can also be used in a developmental context. Hardiness is comprised
of a coachable set of characteristics. The HRG enables qualified professionals to
create tailor-made training programs to improve the hardiness and resiliency of
employees, teams, and the company as a whole. The HRG can also be used to
evaluate ongoing functioning and the well-being of employees, especially those
employees who are in high-stress positions.

In High-Stress Occupations

Research has consistently documented the protective nature
of hardiness for people in high-stress occupations (e.g.,
military, law enforcement, and medical). The HRG can be used
as a tool to identify employees who might be particularly
vulnerable to experiencing the consequences associated with
stressful occupations (e.g., burnout, post-traumatic stress
disorder, and depression). Having these potentially vulnerable people focus on
developing their hardiness can help mitigate the negative consequences of job
stress exposure.
Within high-stress occupations, there are often resilience training opportunities
offered to help protect against the typical outcomes associated with job-related
stress (e.g., burnout). The HRG could be used as a measure of effectiveness for
these resiliency-training programs.

With Athletes

Athletes are constantly exposed to stressful situations (e.g.,
high expectations, losses, injuries). The HRG can be used
to help prepare athletes for these situations and predict an
athlete’s likelihood of effectively coping with changing or
stressful circumstances. For example, research has shown
that athletes who are higher in hardiness are more likely
to perceive the opportunity for growth in sport-related injuries, ultimately
helping them with their recovery. Athletes who are high in hardiness are better
at managing the anxiety that often comes with competition, and using it to
enhance their performance.

In Academic Institutions

The HRG is also suitable for students (18 years and older). It
can be used in colleges, universities, and technical schools to
provide insight into students’ resilience and well-being. The
HRG can have important implications for student counseling
programs where the primary aim is to help students adjust
to university. In particular, the HRG could be used as part
of a strategy to identify students who are at high risk of problems related to
academic stress and who could benefit from interventions such as student
counseling programs.
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Overview

A Sample

The HRG individual report is designed for use in a wide
variety of coaching and development situations. It
focuses on the impact of a person’s hardiness across
multiple domains in their life. The HRG report is
customized based on the client’s responses, resulting
in a personalized, actionable experience complete
with developmental strategies to increase hardiness.
The report also highlights potential consequences of
imbalances within an individual’s hardiness profile
and gives information about how people can facilitate
hardiness in those around them.
A Sample
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TOTAL HARDINESS
70

90

TOTAL HARDINESS
70

100

Low

110

130

Mid Range

High

90
What your score means

100

110

130

• Your result indicates that your total level of hardiness falls in the Mid Range
Range.
• You are usually prepared to tackle stressful situations that come your way. You may experience the negative
effects of stress from time to time, but you are typically capable of responding to most stressful situations in
a healthy manner.
• You likely have the coping skills necessary to help you deal with stressful circumstances. For example, rather
than trying to ignore or avoid the stressful situation, you likely try to figure out how to fix it.

Low

Mid Range

HARDINESS SUBSCALES

High

CHALLENGE

What your score means
70

100

90

Low

110

130

Mid Range

High

• Your result indicates
that your total level of hardiness falls in the Mid Range
Range.
CONTROL
70

100

90

110

130

• You are usually prepared to tackle stressful situations that come your way. You may experience the negative
effects of stress from time to
time, but you are
typically capableHighof responding to most stressful situations
in
A Sample
Low
Mid Range
a healthy manner.
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COMMITMENT

70
100
130
90
• You likely have the coping
skills necessary
to help
you110deal with stressful
circumstances. For example, rather
than trying to ignore or avoid the stressful situation, you likely try to figure out how to fix it.

COMMITMENT
Low

Mid Range

High

On the pages that follow, you will find more information on your Challenge, Control, and Commitment scores. As you
Being engaged
and
seeing
most
parts
ofhardiness
your
lifeemerge
asininteresting
move through
the report,
think about
how you might
see these
qualities
your day-to-day life. If and meaningful.
you choose to implement the recommended developmental strategies highlighted for you, you can ensure that you
are setting yourself up for success when faced with stressful and changing situations.

HARDINESS SUBSCALES
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70
CHALLENGE
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130
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What your score means
CONTROL

Strategies for development

A Sample
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• Your
your Commitment
score falls
Range.
70 result indicates thatCOMMITMENT
90
100 in the Mid Range
110 You likely have a sense of purpose
130
Being most
engaged and
most
parts of your life as
interesting
meaningful.
in your life and believe that
ofseeing
the
activities
you
doand
are
exciting and stimulating. You tend to approach
situations with some curiosity
and openness,
but you110may get bored130with repetitive day-to-day activities.
70
90
100

Using the report, coaches can empower clients
to process and understand the feedback of their
report. Coaches can also work to improve a clients’
BALANCING
YOUR
HARDINESSYOUR COMMITMENT
STRATEGIES FOR
DEVELOPING
clarity of the concepts, and ensure clients are better
able to comprehend the implications of their results.
Pursue Your Passions
Be Mindful
Practice Gratitude
This also provides the opportunity for the client
CHALLENGE
to ask questions and share relevant examples of
their behavior, which is important for facilitating
engagement and understanding.
• You likely takeLow
pride in your work and you don't see
things that you
Mid much
Range value in putting your energy into
High
Low
Mid Range
High
see as meaningless.

What your score means
A Sample
COMMITMENT
• You often work towards reaching your full potential and are usually willing to work hard to increase your
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• Your result indicates that your Commitment score falls in the Mid Range
Range. You likely have a sense of purpose
in your life and believe that most of the activities you do are exciting and stimulating. You tend to approach

skills and competencesituations
in most
of
your
life.
with someareas
curiosity and
openness,
but you
may get bored with repetitive day-to-day activities.
70

90

100

110

130

• You likely take pride in your work and you don't see much value in putting your energy into things that you
see as meaningless.
• You often work towards reaching your full potential and are usually willing to work hard to increase your
skills and competence in most areas of your life.

This page of your reportSTRATEGIES
shows you
the balance
between
the different facets of your hardiness profile.
FOR DEVELOPING
YOUR
COMMITMENT
Low improving
MidtheRange
High
You
can work
towards
bystrategies:
using
the following
strategies:
You can work towardsyour
improvingCommitment
your Commitment score by using
following
Hardiness
works
best as
a resiliency
factor
when all score
three
facets,
Challenge,
Control,
and Commitment, are
Your
Passions identify
Beimbalances
Mindful
Practice Gratitude
aligned with each other. IfPursue
your
results
across
the three areas, it is important to explore
Take
time will
to thinkfind
about what
is Mindfulness
is about being on
presentyour
There Challenge,
are many activities we
do
On the
pages that
follow,
you
more
information
Control,
and Commitment
important
and interesting
to you.have
and living
moment.behaviors
every dayand
that become
so habitual,
the
potential
impact
that
these
could
onin the
your
how
you
interpret
experiences.scores. As you
we often forget to appreciate them

move through the report,
think about how• you
might see these
hardiness qualities emerge in your day-to-day life. If
(e.g., drinking a cup of coffee in the
• Write down a passion that you
You can practice mindfulness at
morning). Research suggests that
want to pursue. Don’t make it too
any moment—just pay attention
you choose
to implement
thewhat
recommended
developmental
strategies
for are
you,many
you can
ensure that
Take
time to
think about
is people).
Mindfulness
is about
being
present
activities
weyou
do
taking
time to reflect
onhighlighted
what you are There
general (e.g.,
helping other
to your immediate experience.
Ask
grateful for has lasting positive effects.
Make it specific and purposeful.
yourself questions such as: “What
are settingand
yourself
up forAsk
success
when
faced
and
changing situations.
important
interesting
to
you.
living
the
moment.
every day that become so habitual,
yourself
questions
such as: and
do
I see,with
hear,in
andstressful
smell?” “What
“What did I really enjoy doing when
would I see if I looked at myself as
• At the end of each day, think about
I was younger that I no longer do?”
an onlooker?”
2-3 things from your day that you
we often forget to appreciate them
“What activities make me feel
are grateful for. You can also make
3
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energized and excited?”
this more social and do it with your (e.g., drinking a cup of coffee in the
• Practice mindfulness in a way that
• Write 70
down a passion that
you
• 90
You
can practice100
mindfulness
at 110
family, friends, coworkers,
etc.
works for you. This could mean
130
• Find a way to remind yourself daily
practicing mindfulness quietly
morning). Research suggests that
want to pursue. Don’t make
it too to pursuing any
of your commitment
withmoment—just
your eyes closed. Or, perhaps pay
• Find aattention
gratitude trigger in your
1.1.1
a passion (e.g., tape a note to
you are someone who prefers to
workplace or home. Put it
taking time to reflect on what you are
general (e.g., helping other
people).
yourmindfulness
immediate
experience.
Ask
something
you look at every day). to practice
while going
somewhere that you look
every
for a walk. Whatever your style,
day. Whenever you look at your
grateful for has lasting positive effects.
Make it specific and purposeful.
yourself
questions
such
as:
“What
make your mindfulness
practice
gratitude
trigger,
think of
part of your daily routine.
something that you are grateful for
at that moment.
Ask yourself questions
do I see, hear,Mid
and
smell?”
“What
Low such as:
Range
High
“What did I really enjoy doing when
would I see if I looked at myself as
• At the end of each day, think about
I was younger that I no longer do?”
an onlooker?”
2-3 things from your day that you
CONTROL
or “What activities make me feel
are grateful for. You can also make
energized and excited?”
this more social and do it with your
• Practice mindfulness in a way that
70
90
100
family, friends, coworkers,130
etc.
works for you. This
could mean 110
• Find a way to remind yourself daily
practicing mindfulness quietly
of your commitment to pursuing
with your eyes closed. Or, perhaps
• Find a gratitude trigger in your
a passion (e.g., tape a note to
you are someone who prefers to
workplace or home. Put it
Lowat every day).
Mid Rangewhile going
Highyou look every
something you look
practice mindfulness
somewhere that
for a walk. Whatever your style,
day. Whenever you look at your
make your mindfulness practice
gratitude trigger, think of
COMMITMENT
part of your daily routine.
something that you are grateful for
BALANCING YOUR HARDINESS
at that moment.
70
90
100
110
130
This page of your report shows you the balance between the different facets of your hardiness profile.
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Balancing

A Sample

October 30, 2018

Hardiness works best as a resiliency factor when all three facets, Challenge, Control, and Commitment, are
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aligned
with each
other.
your results
identify imbalances across the three areas, it is important to explore

This page of the report shows the balance between
the different facets of a clients’ hardiness profile.
CHALLENGE vs.
COMMITMENT
Hardiness works best as a resiliency factor when all
three facets - Challenge, Control and Commitment,
are aligned with each other. If the results identify
imbalances across the three areas, it is important to
explore the potential impact that these could have
on a clients’ behaviors.

the potential impact that these could have on your behaviors and how you interpret experiences.
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Low

CHALLENGE
70

Low

CHALLENGECONTROL
vs.
CONTROL

Mid Range
110

100

90

Mid Range

70

90

High

130

High

CONTROL vs.
COMMITMENT
100

110

130

Low
Mid Range
High
Your Challenge score is substantially
Your Control
score is substantially
Your Challenge score is balanced with
higher than your ControlCOMMITMENT
score. Your lower than your Commitment score. your Commitment score. This may
100 yourself
110
motivation to try new things70may
You 90may find
in situations 130 mean that your desire to try new
outweigh your desire to put effort
where you are excited, but you don't things is often motivated by how
Mid Range
High
into controlling the outcomes of Low
have a lot of
control over what
much purpose you see in performing
situations. You may be moreCHALLENGE
likely tovs. happensCONTROL
in thevs.
situation. Try
the
those activities. You likely learn the
CHALLENGE vs.
CONTROL
COMMITMENT
COMMITMENT
Assert Your
Control strategy
most from changes in your life that
participate in risky situations where
Your Challenge score is substantially Your Control score is substantially
Your Challenge score is balanced with
the outcomes are unknown
because
presented
you score.
in the
higher than
your Control score. Your
lower than yourto
Commitment
your"Strategies
Commitment score. This may you label as meaningful. Put time into
motivation to try new things may
You may find yourself in situations
mean that your desire to try new
developing both your Challenge and
of the novelty and excitement
ofdesire
the
for Developing
Your
section
where you are excited, but
you don'tControl"
things is often motivated
by how
outweigh your
to put effort
into controlling the outcomes of
have a lot of control over what
much purpose you see in performing
situations.Limits
You may be more likely
happens inyour
the situation.
Try the
those activities.
likely learn the Commitment scores to ensure you
situation. Try the Know Your
toto bring
Control
score
inYou
line
participate in risky situations where
Assert Your Control strategy
most from changes in your life that
the outcomes
are unknown because
presented
to you
in the "Strategies
you score.
label as meaningful. Put time intomaintain a balance in these
strategy presented to you
in
the
with
your
Commitment
of the novelty and excitement of the for Developing Your Control" section developing both your Challenge and
situation.
Try the Know Your Limits
to bring your Control score in line
Commitment scores to ensure you characteristics.
"Strategies for Developing
Your
strategy presented to you in the
with your Commitment score.
maintain a balance in these
"Strategies for Developing Your
characteristics.
Control" section to bringControl"
yoursection
Control
to bring your Control
score in line with your Challenge
score in line with your Challenge
score.
score.
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HARDINESS AND LEADERSHIP

Leadership

Hardy leaders are effective leaders. Leaders who are higher in hardiness are more likely to take on a leadership
style in which they motivate, support, and set clear expectations for their team members. Hardy leaders are able
to perform effectively in stressful situations and are more likely to facilitate a sense of cohesion within their teams.
Leaders are in the unique position of being able to influence the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of people within
HARDINESS
AND LEADERSHIP
their teams. Listed below are
strategies
you can use to promote hardiness in the people around you.
A Sample

October 30, 2018

Not only do hardy leaders exhibit superior
leadership qualities, they can also influence the
hardiness of the people they are leading. Leveraging
the HRG report, clients can gain insight into
themselves on how to successfully lead others by
understanding their own hardiness. This allows
leaders the opportunity to be the person within the
team that others model their behavior off of and
establish within their teams how stressful situations
are dealt with and understood.

Hardy leaders are effective leaders. Leaders who are higher in hardiness are more likely to take on a leadership
style in which they motivate, support, and set clear expectations for their team members. Hardy leaders are able
to perform effectively in stressful situations and are more likely to facilitate a sense of cohesion within their teams.
Leaders are in the unique position of being able to influence the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of people within
their teams. Listed below are strategies you can use to promote hardiness in the people around you.

LISTEN

LISTEN

to feedback from your team members and celebrate the successes of your team with rewards, benefits, and recognition.
Provide challenging group tasks for your team, but make sure that you also provide the resources needed to complete

tasks.
to feedback from your teamthemembers
and celebrate the successes of your team with rewards, benefits, and recognition.
Provide challenging group tasks for your team, but make sure that you also provide the resources needed to complete
the tasks.

ENCOURAGE

ADDRESS
ENCOURAGE

open communication (e.g., share your successes and your hardships) and make yourself visible to your team members.
Build cohesion within your team by providing opportunities for you and your team members to socialize at work (e.g.,
team lunches) and outside of work (e.g., professional development days).

setbacks and failures as opportunities to learn and improve. Accept responsibility as a leader for setbacks within your
team and set an example of how to positively reconstruct a setback as an opportunity to learn.

DEBRIEF

open communication (e.g., share your successes and your hardships) and make yourself visible to your team members.
Build cohesion within your team by providing opportunities for you and your team members to socialize at work (e.g.,
A Sample
team and(e.g.,
make sense
of experiences. Have an open
discussion after a project days).
has ended about what went
team lunches) and outsidewith
ofyourwork
professional
development
well with the project, what skills were learned throughout the project, and what could be improved upon for next time.
October 30, 2018

ADDRESS

How might your hardiness impact your ability to be an effective leader?

ACTION PLAN

SPECIFIC
MEASURABLE
The steps you take towards developing your hardiness will help determine your
resiliency
when
faced as
with
changing and
stressful
Use this
step-by- as aACTION-ORIENTED
setbacks and
failures
opportunities
to learn
andsituations.
improve. Accept
responsibility
leader for setbacks within your
REALISTIC
step
plan
help guide
youtocloser
to your
goals. Remember
the
teamaction
and set
an to
example
of how
positively
reconstruct
a setbackto
asuse
an opportunity
to learn.
TIMELY
SMART goal setting criteria for each goal.

DEBRIEF
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Write up to three overall qualities that you would
Write up to three skills or behaviors you would like
like to have (e.g., being a hardy leader, setting a good
to engage in to further develop your hardiness level
with your team and make sense of experiences. Have anexample
open discussion
after
a project
has ended
about what went
for others,
effective
stress
management).
(e.g., reframe failure to develop your Challenge). The
well with the project, what skills were learned throughoutIn
the
project,
be improved
next time.
some
wayand
thewhat
goalscould
you outline
in this upon
actionfor
plan
SMART goals that you outline in the template should
should help you achieve the overall qualities you
identified.

help to strengthen these skills and behaviors.

How might your hardiness impact your ability to be an effective leader?

1.

1.

A Sample
October 30, 2018

2.

2.

ACTION PLAN

The steps you take towards developing your hardiness will help determine your
resiliency when faced with changing and stressful situations. Use this step-bystep action plan to help guide you closer to your goals. Remember to use the
SMART goal setting criteria for each goal.

3.

3.

SMART
Goal

Write up to three skills or behaviors you would like
to engage in to further develop your hardiness level
(e.g., reframe failure to develop your Challenge). The
SMART goals that you outline in the template should
help to strengthen these skills and behaviors.

Write up to three overall qualities that you would
like to have (e.g., being a hardy leader, setting a good
example for others, effective stress management).
In some way the goals you outline in this action plan
should help you achieve the overall qualities you
identified.

1.

1.

2.
3.

2.

Time
Frame

Benefits
3.

© Copyright of
MHS 2019. All
rights reserved.
SMART
Time
Benefits
Goal

1.1.1
eg., Incorporate more
change in my life

REPORT

Frame

Measure of
Success

Action Plan

SPECIFIC
MEASURABLE
ACTION-ORIENTED
REALISTIC
TIMELY

The Hardiness Resilience Gauge Action Plan
helps clients take steps toward developing their
hardiness and will determine their resiliency when
faced with changing and stressful situations. Use
the step-by-step action plan to help guide clients
closer to their goals.

Measure of
Success
Support &
Resources
Needed

Support &
Resources
Needed

e.g., Less anxiety when
e.g., Family, friends,
e.g., Try at least one new
e.g., Will become e.g.,
more
with
change and
and coworkers who are
Less anxiety when faced
e.g., Family,
friends,
eg., Incorporate more
e.g., Try at least one new
e.g., Will become more
faced with change and
and coworkers who are
e.g., Not taking the time
change a
in my
life
thing a weekcomfortable
comfortable with with
change change
more easily able to
willing to easily
try new
to tryto
new things
thing
week
more
able
willing to try new
try new things
things with me
try new things
things with me
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Potential
Barriers

8

Potential
Barriers

e.g., Not taking the time
to try new things
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The Hardiness Resilience Gauge requires certification or pre-qualification to
use. Certification is required of those who have not completed graduate-level
courses in tests and measurement at a university.

DURING CERTIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5

Take the HRG and get feedback on your personal results
Attain an in-depth understanding of the tool
Receive coaching from a Master-Trainer
Learn how to interpret report results
Receive a facilitator guide and slides to conduct a Hardiness Workshop

CERTIFICATION

OUTCOMES OF CERTIFICATION
1

2

3
4

Employee and Leadership Development The HRG can assist in the
employee and leadership developmental process either through direct
developmental efforts or through self-awareness and insight
Executive Coaching The qualities that comprise an individual’s
hardiness profile can be improved through training. The HRG identifies
the areas requiring growth and gives strategic suggestions for
improvement. With the HRG, you gain a fast and insightful way to plan
and measure the effectiveness of personal and professional growth
Group Coaching The results of the HRG can give a clear picture of
a team’s structure and efficiency by examining the functioning of each
individual within the team
Organizational Transitions and Changes The HRG can measure the
ongoing functioning and well-being of workers in an organization, as well
as how employees are coping with organizational
CERTIFIED
change and restructuring

ABOUT THE
AUTHOR
Currently a Visiting Senior Research
Fellow at the National Defense
University, Dr. Paul T. Bartone has over
30 years of experience conducting
and managing research projects
both within and outside the U.S.
government, with a consistent focus
on identifying factors associated
with human resilience under stress.
As an Army research psychologist
for 25 years, Bartone deployed to
locations worldwide to conduct
embedded research with military
units. His studies examined the
processes by which stress impacts
health and performance, generating
results that have been applied to
improve selection, training and leader
development programs throughout
the military. While on active duty,
Colonel Bartone was the senior Army
Research Psychologist, serving as

Research Psychology Consultant to
the Surgeon General, and Assistant
Corps Chief for Medical Allied
Sciences. A Fulbright Scholar (Norway,
2006-07), Bartone developed and
refined the Dispositional Resilience
Scale, a cross-culturally valid test to
measure psychological hardiness. He
has written, published and lectured
extensively on hardiness, health and
performance, and taught leadership at
the National Defense University and at
the U.S. Military Academy, West Point.
He also served as Director of the West
Point Leader Development Research
Center, where he completed the
Army’s largest ever longitudinal study
of leader development. Dr. Bartone
is past-President of the American
Psychological Association’s Society for
Military Psychology, a Fellow of the
American Psychological Association, a
charter member of the Association for
Psychological Science, and a Fellow of
the Inter-University Seminar on Armed
Forces and Society.
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PRICING
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ABOUT MHS | INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR PEOPLE ANALYTICS

At our core resides the constitution to provide clients with an optimal experience, expected or beyond. Optimization is driven by our technology suite that
bonds our value map. We work with our clients to Discover needs, known and otherwise; Measure through assessment, traditional and custom; Integrate
systems, across and within; Analyze findings, advanced and personalised; culminating in a Solution, unique and actionable.
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David Schneider
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Heather Petaccio
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For inquiries outside of North America, please contact:
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